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ABSTRACT
A g-componentrefraction survey was undertakenin the town of Cochrane. The
investigated stratigraphy includes fluvial deposits of the Bow River and bedrock. The
source employed for this experiment was a wooden beam stuck by a large hammer.
This source suffers in the Svmode from abundant generation of horizontal P-waves.
The first break data were obtained by stacking and subtracting same polarity and
opposite polarity records, giving a suite of traveltime data. Traveltime data have been
interpreted to yield a velocity/depth structure for the survey location. P-wave data
imaged the water table at about 14 m depth (VP = 910 & above ad 2660 m/s below).
SH-wave data do not show the water table, but show the bedrock at about 26 m (VSH=
520 m/s above the bedrock and 1000 m/s within it). A more complete survey would
include more shot offsets in order to apply more sophisticatedinterpretation schemes.
INTRODUCTION
Geotechnical investigations and reflection seismology obtain benefit from the
careful interpretationof refraction data (including direct and refracted arrivals of seismic
waves). In the first case,the refraction recording is the end product of a survey, in the
second it is information ancillary to seismic reflections. Geotechnical refraction
surveyshave as their goal an accurateinterpretation of velocity and depth structure in
the near-surface. Time compensation for variable velocity and/or thickness of the
weathering layer - static corrections - are the required product of refraction
interpretation pursued in conjunction with reflection processing. This difference in
focus has led to the development of different interpretation schemesdepending on the
desiredresult of the refraction study. A well defined velocity/depth model will readily
produce static corrections, but well-defined statics need not produce a velocity/depth
model.
A method to obtain statics from refraction data (generalized linear inversion GLI) is discussed by Hampson and Russell (1984). This technique is a computerintensive procedure where an estimated earth model is input, the arrival times for the
model are calculated and compared to measuredvalues. The model is then perturbed
according to the calculated error. Successiveiterations are performed until the error is
reducedto someacceptablelevel. The quality of the result dependson an abundanceof
input data (which CMP profiling provides) and on the accuracyof the initial model.
Velocity/depth structure can be obtained in a variety of ways depending on the
nature of the gathereddata and the complexity of the near-surface. If the survey is unidirectional (one shot location), the slope-intercept method is all that may be applied.
This technique assumesa horizontally layered earth. Velocity is calculated as the
reciprocal of the slope of the time-distance (t-x) or traveltime curves. Each unique
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slope is interpreted as a separatehorizon. Equations for calculating depth are readily
available (eg. Palmer, 1986).
The assumptionsinherent in the slope-interceptmethod are basedon a grossly
oversimplified earth model. Resolution of more detail can be obtained by methods
employing shots from both ends of a receiver spread,ie. reciprocal methods. The first
benefit of such an application is the potential to identify dipping beds. If the velocity
calculated for a layer differs according to shot location, dipping strata are suggested.
The shot yielding the higher apparent velocity is on the down dip end of the receiver
spread. Equations for calculating dip and depth are presentedby Telford et al (1976)
and Palmer (1986). Layer velocity is the harmonic mean of the two apparentvelocities.
This technique still assumesplanar strata,but accountsfor dip.
Further complexities may be resolved by the use of the plus-minus method
(Hagedoorn, 1959; Hawkins, 1961) or the generalized reciprocal method (Palmer,
1981). These techniquesprovide depth estimatesalong the spreadin addition to depths
at the shot points. The resulting depths are not necessarily zero offset. The depth
sections can be migrated (in a sense)by constructing arcs whose radii are equal to the
calculated depths. The envelope of tangentsto these arcs is then the migrated depth
section (Palmer, 1980).
Acquisition parameters should be tailored to suit the anticipated structure.
Geophone spacing and the near offset need to be chosen so that direct arrivals can be
observedover severaltraces. Reciprocal recordsimprove interpretability and still more
can be gained with more sourcepoints. By employing near and far offset shotson both
endsof the spread,coverageof deeperrefractors can be extended (Lankston, 1990). A
shot in the middle of the spreadmay assistin defining the upper layer velocity. These
considerationsare especially important if the generalizedreciprocal method (GRM) or
plus-minus method are the techniquesusedin interpretation.
FIELD

PROGRAM

A g-component refraction survey was performed in August of 1990 as a
practical exercisefor the University of Calgary GeophysicsField School. The test site
(Figure 1) was within the town limits of Cochrane,in the Bow River valley, north of
the present stream channel. This location is adjacent to an industrial area in which
creosote was used to preserve wood. The study may allow us to determine likely
pathways of DNAPL and LNAPL flow, particularly whether the river is likely to
become contaminated by any leaking creosote. The near-surface stratigraphy here
consistsof fluvial gravel terracesoverlying sandstone(Jacksonet al., 1982).
Three-component OYO receivers were used for the test. The spreadgeometry
was end-on, with an 8 m near offset and 16 receiverslaid out at a trace spacingof 8 m
giving a source to source spread length of 136 m (Figure 2). The radial geophones
were oriented northward and the transversegeophoneseastward.The line was oriented
north-south (roughly perpendicularto the trend of the river valley).
The source employed was a hammer striking a wooden beam (Figure 3). The
dimensions of the beam are 0.3x0.3x3 m. Strips of angle iron attached to its base
provide ground coupling for shear-wavegeneration. Five shot orientations (Figure 4)
were used at each of two source points providing three source mode records for each
sourcelocation. For the shearmodes, the hammer was mounted on a pivot on the cage
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FIG. 2 Refraction survey acquisition geometry.
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FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of sourcebeam. Side view.
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of a l-ton cable truck which was driven up onto the beam. The hammer was then
dropped from a fixed height as many as 15 times for each orientation. With the beam
oriented north-south (inline) it acted as an SV source. With the beam oriented eastwest, it acted as an SH source. Opposing polarity modes were recorded to facilitate
data reduction. Recording on the DFS III system was triggered by an “uphole”
geophoneattachedto the beam.
DATA PROCESSING
After demultiplexing, the field data were subjectedto a number of processesin
an attempt to improve their interpretability. All recordsfor each sourcemode were first
vertically stackedto improve signal to noise ratio. For stacking, the first record in each
mode is acceptedas the pilot. All ensuing records for that mode are cross-correlated
with the pilot to obtain a time-shift resulting from inconsistenttriggering from record to
record. While most records required time-shifts of 4 ms or less, the time-shift for the
SH+ mode from the south sourcepoint was as high as 12 ms. The calculated shift was
applied and the records were stacked. Not all source modes stacked the same number
of records. Amplitudes were normalized according to the number of records stacked
before output.
The resulting data set containsfour shearmode records and one P for eachshot.
The opposite polarity SH modes (i.e. SH+ and SH-) can then be summed or subtracted
to enhanceP or S waves. If they are summed, the shearwave information should add
180’ out of phaseleaving only a compressionalrecord. If they are subtracted, the Pwave should add out of phaseleaving an S-wave record (Lawton, 1990). Amplitudes
were normalized for subtractionand summationsimilarly to stacking.
The final-interpretation data volume then consisted of 6 records (the P record
from the vertical channel - P/V; the SV record from the radial channel - SV/R; and the
SH record from the transversechannel - SI-QT). A 300 ms AGC and 10/20-70/105 Hz
bandpass filter were applied prior to interpretation. Ground roll removal via f/k
filtering was unsuccessful in improving the quality of the first break data as were
attempts at deconvolution. Even muting the ground roll showed little improvement in
first break interpretability.
RESULTS
Figures 5 and 6, respectively, are plots of the raw records before and after 300
ms AGC. There is some energy on all records suggestingthat either the source or the
geophoneswere not exactly oriented, or that the near-surfaceis anisotropic in the area
of the survey. A substantialamount of this energy is from ground roll. The transverse
geophonecontains much less energy for the P and SV modes than do any of the other
records, largely becauseof differences in the nature of the ground roll. In each case
more energy appearson the componentmatchedwith a source(i.e. P/V, SV/R, SlYI).
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Fig. 5 Raw field records.
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Fig. 6 Raw field records - 300 ms AGC.
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Results of processingthe SH-mode records are shown in Figure 7; 7(a) are the
records obtained by stacking only the SH mode, 7(b) are the subtractedrecords (SH- SH+), and 7(c) are the summedrecords. The shearrecords for subtraction show slight
improvement over the raw stack, and while the headwave is reduced on the vertical
record, it is not eliminated. The Rayleigh wave is only slightly diminished. The
summation records also show only slight improvement. The P headwave is more
interpretable on this record (M/V) than on the previous two V records and the
Rayleigh wave is enhanced At the sametime the Love wave is reducedon the T record
and substantially reduced on the R. The summation and differencing techniques do
improve data quality, but not to the degree shown elsewhere (Lawton, 1990). This
may be largely due to ground roll.
Figure 8 exhibits the full g-component suite obtained from the south source
location in this experiment. The most readily interpretable records are P/V, SV/R, and
SH.E. These are the records whose source polarization most closely matches the
receiver orientation.
VELOCITY

STRUCTURE

The interpretable data volume is presentedin Figure 9; 9(a) are from the north
located source and 9(b) are from the south. The traveltime data obtained from these
records are given in Table 1. The SV/R record trace 6 is dead as that geophone
recordedexclusively noise for all of the northern records.
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Fig. 7 SH mode records. (a) pure stack, (b) subtraction of opposing polarity sources,
(c) summation of opposing polarity sources.
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Fig. 8 Full 9-component suite - south source location.
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Fig. 10 First arrival traveltime curves for SV record. South source at 0 m. North
sourceat 136 m.
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Fig. 11 First arrival traveltime curves for P record. South source at 0 m. North
source at 136 m.
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Fig. 12 First arrival traveltime curves for SH record. South source at 0.m. North
sourceat 136 m.
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The SV first arrivals seemquite linear. There is a changein slope for P at trace
6 (south source) and trace 11 (north source) suggesting a two layer earth model. SH
records also suggesta two layer earth with velocity changesat trace 12 (south source)
and trace 6 (north source). Traveltime graphs (Figures 10 - 12) reinforce these
interpretations.
There is no plus-minus window (a laterally continuous zone in which a refractor
is sampled by data from shots on both ends of the spread)on the SH or SV traveltime
curves so only elementary interpretation schemescan be used for these data. The
method used was the slope/interceptmethod considering dipping strata. The SH graph
suggestsa dip to the north with an upper layer velocity of 520 + 20 m/s and a lower
layer velocity of 1000 f 30 m/s. Depth to the top of the second layer is 25 m at the
north source and 28 m at the south. The error estimates are basedon scatter on the
traveltime curves. The SV graph yields a single layer velocity of 870 +, 30 m/s.
A plus-minus window exists for the P traveltime data, but the scatterwithin the
window is extreme and a number of the data points are suspect. A simple dipping
refractor model was interpreted from these data. The results of this model give an
upper layer velocity of 910 + 20 m/s and a lower layer velocity of 2 660 + 100 m/s.
The depth to the top of the refractor is 11 m at the north sourceand 17 m at the south.
It is difficult to reconcile the extreme difference between the SH and SV upper
layer velocity as well as the similarity between the upper P velocity and the upper SV
velocity if we acceptthat the first break recorded on the radial receiversis produced by
an shear wave. This, in fact, does not appearto be the case. It appearsthat P waves
are being produced by the SV source and propagating horizontally. That is, a P wave
is being radiated sub-horizontally with the source oriented in-line with the receivers.
The P and SV velocity values are within measurement error of each other. If SV
refracted arrivals do appearon the record and there is no strong anisotropy in the lower
(shear)layer, their velocity will be very close to that of the direct arriving P which may
make them indistinguishable. Looking back at Figure 8 there is a marked similarity
between the unmatched records P/R and SV/V. It appearsthat the apparent SV first
breaks are in fact P direct arrivals (and possibly refracted SV toward the longer
offsets). This is consistentwith other reports (Lawton, 1990).
The velocity/depth structure is then a dry upper layer (layer 1) with Vp = 910
m/s and VSH = 520 m/s, the wet layer 2 with Vp = 2660 m/s and VSH = 520 m/s, and
the bedrock layer with VSH = 1000 m/s - undetectedon P. A longer offset shot would
be required to image a P refractor at approximately the samedepth as the bottom most
SH refractor. The structureis illustrated in Figure 13. Velocity and related parameters
are listed in Table 2.

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

VP

VSH

4s

m/S

910
2660

VPIVSH

520
520
1000

0

0.26
0.48

Table 2. Velocity structure and associatedparameters(0 = Poisson’sratio).
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DISCUSSION
The substantial difference in near-surfaceP and S velocity structure will result
in profoundly different static values for different kinds of reflection surveys. PP static
shifts vary from 35 to 46 ms, the SHSH static from 96 to 108 ms, and the converted
static PSH from 65 to 77 ms. Multicomponent reflection surveying can be made more
accurateby accountingfor this variation.
SV velocity structure may be resolvable but, if the beam sourceis used, longer
offsets will be necessary.
The V~IVsratio is expected to be much lower in the unsaturated than in the
saturatedzone. Shear wave propagation is only supported by the matrix and so shear
velocity is largely unaffected by pore fluids. Compressionalwaves travel through both
the solid and the liquid fraction and so are significantly affected by saturation (Stumpel
et al., 1984). This explains the survey results which show the water table as a P
refractor while it is transparentto the shear.

CONCLUSIONS
The S-wave velocity of dry sedimentsis 520 m/s as it is for the samesediments
below the water table. P-wave velocity changesfrom 910 m/s above the water table to
2660 m/s below. A third layer is imaged by SV data but not by P. The water table
averages14 m in depth and the bedrock occursat about 26 m.
SV data is obscured by a horizontally propagating P-wave direct arrival
generatedwhile operating the sourcein SV mode. Farther offsets might allow imaging
of deeper refractors with SV, provided that they are of higher velocity than the nearsurfaceP. No comment can be made on anisotropy.
Longer offsets are advisable if the nature of the information required is
geotechnical. Implementation of a full reciprocal interpretation schemewould then be
feasible. Smaller offsets (eg. mid-spread sources) would also be useful for better
definition of the uppermostlayers.
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